
Canadians Break the Cassino 
 

On Saturday Ben, Jeff, and Peter played a new Mein Panzer 
scenario I'm developing entitled "Canadians Break the 
'Cassino.'"  Ben and Jeff played the attacking Canadians of 
"Weston Force" (WF) -- a task force comprising a motorized 
rifle company, tank squadron (-), a couple of armoured 
recon elements, and OBA mortar support.  Their objective 
was to exit three units (including a motorized rifle platoon) 
off the north edge of the board by the end of turn 8.  Peter 
played the ad hoc German "Kampfgruppe Hoffmann" (KG-
H) of the 90th Panzergrenadier (PG) Division -- comprising 
a reduced PG company supported by a reduced AT gun 
platoon, a Marder III (SP ATG) platoon, and mortar OBA.  
The Germans needed to halt or delay the Canadian advance 
up the Liri Valley northwest of Monte Cassino.  Each player 
had a half dozen units to maneuver. 
 
 
KG-H picked its defensive location well with very rough 
high ground and dense woods to the rear and flanks, which 
canalized WF through the village at the base of the hills in 
the center of the small valley.  Although the Canadians 
could enter from off-board anywhere along the southern 
board edge, a bridge over an unfordable (to vehicles) stream 
at the southwestern corner served as a possible choke point.  
WF committed most of its units to crossing relatively open 
wheat fields to reach the village and the two roads north of 
town leading off the board. 
 
KG-H deployed a dug-in PG platoon in dense woods to 
cover the northwest road exit, a dug-in PG platoon in some 
light woods and on a ridge just east of the village covering 
the open ground to the south and east, the AT gun platoon 
supported by three LMGs on high ground along the east 
board edge covering the expanse of open ground to the west 
edge, the Marder platoon hidden and camouflaged among the buildings on the western edge of 
the village to cover the bridge and western half of the board, the KG and PG company HQs 
troops and AT assets within the village, and the mortar FO on high ground along the north edge 
with good LOS to the center of the board. 
 
WF planned to start with a smoke screen in the center of the board to reduce the German 
flanking fire across the valley, then lead with the armoured car platoon over the bridge to draw 
German fire and follow up immediately with the tank squadron in the center to establish a base 
of fire to support a dash by the motorized rifle company through the village.  The motorized rifle 
company was held off board for the first turn.   
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The lead Canadian Staghound crossed the bridge and 
made it safely to the light woods north of the road, 
but the second Staghound took a direct hit on the 
bridge from a hidden Marder and burst into flames.  
The Recce Tank Troop's Stuarts entered and sped 
northward toward the smokescreen, followed closely 
by the Sherman II's of one of the tank troops.  The 
two PAK-40's on the high ground to the east fired at 
the Stuarts, destroying one but also resulting in an AT 
gun misfire.  The second Sherman tank troop and the 
squadron HQs Shermans followed up behind the lead 
tanks and began to spread out to establish a firing 
line.  A German mortar barrage along the east-west 
road north of the stream failed to slow the armoured advance. 
 
KG-H gained the initiative and the Marders immediately engaged the Shermans of the lead 
troop, destroying one and reducing the unit's morale.  While one PAK-40 cleared its misfire, the 
second one attempted to engage the Stuarts and misfired.  WF deployed its second Sherman 
troop on-line west of the stalled troop and engaged the Marders that had given away their 
positions by firing, but missed.  The two surviving Stuarts of the Recce Tank Troop passed 
morale and sped northward through the smoke screen toward the southern edge of the village.  A 
second German mortar barrage deviated too far to be effective against the Sherman firing line 
and the KG and PG Company AT assets in the village shifted positions to better engage the 
approaching Stuarts. 
 
Concerned about the AT threat posed by the 
PAK-40's on the high ground, WF brought on-
board two motorized rifle platoons, which 
advanced northward along the east board edge 
using a light woods to screen them from the 
LMG's supporting the AT platoon.  Two 
Marders fired at the Shermans in line south of 
town, but missed, and the third Marder began 
to move to a better firing position.  The 
Canadian off-board mortars thickened the 
smoke screen in the center of the board.  The 
trailing Staghound pushed his burning comrade 
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clear of the bridge and joined the lead Staghound in the light woods now at the left flank of the 
Canadian firing line. 
 
WF regained the initiative and the left-flank 
Sherman troop engaged the two Marders 
within LOS, destroying one.  The Stuarts 
reached the southern edge of the village 
safely under the smoke, destroyed the 
maneuvering Marder with a flank shot 
(inadvertently blocking the road in the center 
of the village) and pinned a panzerschreck 
team with machine-gun fire.  The single 
serviceable PAK-40 fired at a Sherman in 
the firing line, but missed, and the surviving 
Marder failed its morale check and began to 
withdraw. 
 
On WF's right flank, one motorized rifle platoon disembarked their trucks to establish a base of 
fire for an assault on the AT guns on the hill.  The second rifle platoon rolled safely into the 
woods and the company's carrier section raced across the open ground toward the hill.  As the 
carriers neared the base of the hill the German LMG's on overwatch on the hill with the AT guns 
opened fire, suppressing two of the four carriers and pinning a third.  The fourth carrier returned 
fire with its Bren and suppressed an LMG team.   
 
At this point we ran out of time and had to stop the game although it was far from decided.  The 
German Marder platoon was out of the battle, but both PAK-40's were back in service and the 
LMG's and attached MMG of the PG platoon in the woods east of the village were in position to 
wreak havoc on an infantry assault against the AT platoon.  Several panzerfausts and 
panzerschrecks were still deployed in the village and a PG platoon was firmly in place in the 
western woods blocking the board's northwestern exit. 
 
In Game Photos 
 


